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Name Email Subject

31/12/2018 - session I

1 Mittelman Tamir tamir.mittelman@weizmann.ac.il

2 Weinstein Jonathan jonathan.weinstein@weizmann.ac.il Geometrical implications of the membrane

3 Greenspoon Lior lior.greenspoon@weizmann.ac.il

4 Grozovski Jonathan jonathan.grozovski@weizmann.ac.il

5 Winer Lulu lulu.winer@weizmann.ac.il

6 Nissani Noa noa.nissani@weizmann.ac.il

7 Kadlec Jan jan.kadlec@weizmann.ac.il

8 Shoer Saar saar.shoer@weizmann.ac.il

14/01/2019 - session II

1 Gera Tamar tamar.gera@weizmann.ac.il How long would one ride the train on a standard winter day to likely get infected with Influenza?

2 Fromm Amir amir.fromm@weizmann.ac.il How long will it take for an E-coli genome to be totally replaced through random mutations?

3 Camarena Sainz Miguel miguel.camarenasainz@weizmann.ac.il Candidatus Cellulam Numerorum: Candidate for Numerical Cell

4 Cahanovitc Rotem rotem.cahanovitc@weizmann.ac.il The amount of CO2 released when constructing with mycelia

6 Emily Elhacham emilyel@weizmann.ac.il Disposable diapers waste – to infinity and beyond?

7 Ochayon Tal Chen chen.ochayon@weizmann.ac.il How much plastic waste from land source enter the ocean each year?

8 Breuer Yoav yoav.breuer@weizmann.ac.il Economic value of recycling organic waste

21/01/2019 - session III

1 Zioni Naama naama.zioni@weizmann.ac.il How many acres do you need in order to produce the average Israeli yearly milk consumption

2 Green Joseph joseph.green@weizmann.ac.il

3 Maan Harsh harsh.maan@weizmann.ac.il

4 Harari Anna anna.harari@weizmann.ac.il Protein synthesis cost VS proteostasis cost

5 Ben Moyal Lital lital.benmoyal@weizmann.ac.il What is the minimal dose of iron supplement needed during pregnancy for non-anemic women?

6 Banare Omkar omkar.banare@weizmann.ac.il Minimum length of a flagella required to start motion of a cell for a given cell weight

7 Miyara Shoval shoval.miyara@weizmann.ac.il How many desalination plants needs to be established in order to match the uprising of the sea level?

8 David Yotam yotam.david@weizmann.ac.il Could Bacteria be used to generate our Energy?

28/01/2019 - session IV

1 Krishna Kumar Divya divya.krishnakumar@weizmann.ac.il

2 Hadary Noam noam.hadary@weizmann.ac.il

3 Bitan Lidor lidor.bitan@weizmann.ac.il

4 Varkovitzky Itay itay.varkovitzky@weizmann.ac.il

5 Li Wenhong wenhong.li@weizmann.ac.il

6 Ben-Kiki Oren oren.ben-kiki@weizmann.ac.il

First, estimate how many ribosomes the cell has to 
dedicate to polymerize one microtubule fiber

Which is the eco-friendly choice - tiolet paper or 
bidet?

How to estimate the distance between the earth 
and the moon using our body and surroundings

How much money does the city of Rehovot need to 
invest in dealing with the overpopulation of stray 
cats?

What is the theoretical number of Salmonella 
Typhimurium bacteria that can reside within a 
mouse macrophage cell?

How Many Lipids Are Needed to Form a Giant 
Vesicle and How That Can Help You to Have a Nice 
Bath

How much land do you need for growing food to 
support yourself?

How many microorganisms do you breathe in in  a day?

How many cyanobacteria we need on Mars to support a human crew
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